Flowscape receives first order in Africa
A customer in South Africa places an order for installation of Flowscape’s Covid-19 solution at their offices in Johannesburg
and Cape Town. With this order, Flowscape can add another country to the about 30 countries where they have installations.
The order value is 110,000 SEK the first year and thereafter 70,000 SEK annually.
"We are delighted to see that Flowscape is getting recognized around the world. With this order of our Covid-19 solution we see that this
type of digital solution is globally demanded. It is important with social distancing and a safe return to the office everywhere.” says Peter
Reigo, CEO and founder.
The customer has decided for Flowscape's Desk Management software solution for approximately 200 workplaces at their offices in
Johannesburg and Cape Town. The solution includes a mobile app, web app, kiosk screen app and an analytics tool to see the use of the
office's workplaces. With the solution, the customer can create a safe process back to the office by blocking every other desk for social
distancing, introduce booking of desks for a full working day to avoid staff changing places and marking of used desk for disinfect. In the
analytics tool, the customer can also follow how staff will return to the office and they can track infection if someone is tested positive for
Covid-19.
For additional information, please contact:
Peter Reigo
CEO, Flowscape
Cellphone: +46 (0) 70 942 4687
E-mail: peter.reigo@flowscape.se
About Flowscape AB
Flowscape is "the modern office flowmaker". By offering state-of-the-art IoT technology, Flowscape reduces time-consuming and increases
peer interaction and productivity. The main function, Flowmap, gives companies an overview of the office and enables you to quickly find
rooms, desks, office equipment and colleagues. Flowscape also has the communication tool C-One, a flexible platform for managing largescale communication based on existing infrastructure. Flowscape has offices in Stockholm (main office) and London.
For more information, please visit www.flowscape.se

